The intent of the editors of this annual is to present original scholarly essays pertaining to one aspect of the Holocaust. The first volume focuses on the theme of “America and the Holocaust,” addressing the following issues: the responses of American intellectuals to the Holocaust; rescue efforts that were undertaken to save refugees; the possibilities of resettlement; and the response of the American Jewish leadership to the Holocaust as personified in the convening of the American Jewish Conference in 1943. In addition, Christopher Fritsch compiled a selected bibliography of books and articles pertaining to this theme. The second volume (1984-1985) will be devoted to the topic of “Religion and the Holocaust.”

The intent of the newsletter is to gather “news, reviews, resources and tips from every part of the country” pertaining to Jewish storytelling, and to disseminate this information.

A literary journal created to explore the many facets of the American Jewish experience “from the vantage point of the present, to illuminate our Jewish past, our traditions and revisions, our relations to the sacred and the secular.”

Published by the editorial board of the Israeli literary journal Akhshav, Makom is designed to serve as a vehicle for Israel's younger poets. Translations of contemporary American and European poems, as well as reviews, will be included in each issue.

Dr. Charles Cutter is Head, Judaic Department, Brandeis University Libraries and has worked on the Periodicals Project of the Council of Archives and Research Libraries in Jewish Studies.